Write about a variety of topics with precision in detail showing ability to support a point of view.

Apply knowledge of grammatical language pattern of organization and paragraph form.

Use culturally authentic models to write: simple stores, ads

Accurately translate written comments from English to Spanish in activities involving native speakers.

LWDAT utilize the following vocabulary:
- Health
- Fashion
- Travel
- Lodging
- Home sweet home
- Occupations and professions
- Employment

Between Advanced Plus – Superior
Read to make inferences and predict outcome.
Extracts key or core meaning from a largely unfamiliar material using a variety of clues contextual, structural and morphological. As well as knowledge of borrowed words and cognates where appropriate.
- Novels
- Plays
- Magazines
- Newspaper
LWDAT utilize the previously mentioned vocabulary.

Between Advanced Plus – Superior
LWDAT understand most speech in a standard dialect with an emerging awareness of culturally implied meanings.
LWDAT distinguish between fact and opinion and actual and implied meaning in a spoken message.
LWDAT sufficiently understand face to face speech spoken at a normal rate, delivered with normal clarity in standard dialects on general topics and areas of special interests.
LWDAT utilize the previously mentioned vocabulary.

Advanced Plus - Superior
All of 5
LWDAT support opinions, explain in detail, hypothesize.
LWDAT utilize the previously mentioned vocabulary.

Review of all culture.
More history.